
THE SYMBOLICAL THEORY OF FINITE EXPANSIONS*

BY
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Introduction.

The first two sections of this paper are the result of an attempt to identify,

and state in general terms, certain fundamental common properties of a

large number of known types of finite expansions of polynomials in p variables.

The number of such expansions which are known and available for such a

synthesis is of course large, and only the most salient properties can be com-

prised under one general theory. The principles proved in these preliminary

sections are subjected to verification when it is shown that they hold for a

number of new expansions. These are derived in sections 3 to 6 inclusive.

They are of considerable interest in themselves, apart from the general theory,

to the fundamental laws of which they conform.

The Aronhold symbolical notation f for algebraic forms subject to linear

transformations constitutes the basis of the general methods of the paper.

To state briefly our initial point of view; if a function / can be given an

expression of the form

/= Bo A^ + mBi Ar1 A2 + {^j B2 A^2 A\-\- ••• + Bm A?,

it can be represented symbolically as an mth power, say

/ = S2= (2i¿i + E2¿2)w = sr¿r + mEr1Sí¿r1¿2+ ••••

But with Vi — S2 (d/dEi) this may be written

Now the symbol ¡3? equals B0 •   If it prove possible to find a non-symbolical

operator V equivalent (§ 1) to Vi, then we shall have expressed / in the funda-

* Presented to the Society, April, 1911, and March, 1913.
tAronhold, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 55 (1858), p. 97.
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mental, non-symbolical form

f=B0A7+^ArlA2+^Ar*Al+-.. + ^A?.

This is what is actually done in what follows.

§ 1.   Fundamental Lemma.

Definitions. The general term function will be used to indicate an alge-

braic form in p variables.

By an expansion of a function we shall mean a representation of it as a finite

series proceeding by a law in powers of one or more arguments, with coef-

ficients dependent upon the coefficients, and possibly upon the variables

also (§3), of the original function.

Equivalent operators. In connection with the familiar symbolical repre-

sentation of a binary form

/ « al - (aixi + a2x2)n = aï x\ + naf1 a2 xf1 x2 + • • •

= ao xj + Tiai x\~ x2+- • • •,

we note that the expressions a" ( = ao), a"-1 a2 ( = oi), • • • and linear

combinations of these, are the only expressions in the symbolical a,, which are

defined in terms of the actual coefficients. We call an expression, as I =a1

-f- paî-2 a\, the symbolical equivalent of the corresponding expression in the

u's, J = Oo -f* pa®.

The differential operator a2(d/dai) is such that when

(i) -2£¡I=K>

and 7 is a defined expression, then K is a defined expression. Let the non-

symbolical equivalent of K be L, that of J being J as illustrated above. Then

the non-symbolical operator

has the property that*

* For example when / is the particu'ar expression given above, equations (i), (ii) are re-

spectively

«»r-(«ï+P«î~'aî) =naí-1aí + p(n-2)«í-5aj.
CKXl

O ( ao + pat ) = Tiai + p ( n — 2 ) a,.

The operands on the left are equivalent, and the right-hand members are also equivalent

expressions.
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(Ü) OJ=L.

Two operators, one symbolical and the other non-symbolical, related like

a2 ( d / da\ ) and 0 will be called equivalent or isomorphic operators. We shall

refer to this important property of equivalence of two operators as the property

(A), and we now state it in such general terms as will completely define it for

all the symbolical representations of functions that are employed in the sequel.

(A) Let there be given a definite symbolical representation of a function/.

A symbolical derivative operator on an expression in the defined combinations

of the symbols, which produces a result containing the symbols in defined

combinations only, has corresponding to it a non-symbolical derivative operator

which carries the non-symbolic equivalent of the first expression into that of

the second.

Finite Expansions. Any finite expansion of a function / can be made the

basis of a symbolical representation of that function. For, if there exists an

expansion of / in powers of a given argument A,

f=B0+^BiA + {^>JB2A2+   '+BmA~,

then / may be represented as the mth power of a purely symbolical binomial

expression

(1) Ei + E2¿.

That is, if we write E(¿> as an abbreviation of this non-homogeneous (as to A )

expression, then

(10/-JC2)-(»t+Si¿)— Er+«ST1Siií+"--Bí+«Bí4+---.

Then the only defined expressions in the symbols are

Er*Eî(=£*) (* = 0,l,-..,m),

and linear combinations of these, where, according to our definition of an

expansion, the Bk are non-symbolical, determinate expressions in the coef-

ficients and variables of/.

Symbolical basis.   In the case of every finite expansion with which we shall

deal, (i) the property (A) holds for both operators

«    d m    d
Vl = AiWi'     v* ~SlaEV

and (ii) the non-symbolical equivalents of V. can actually be found, expressed,

not in terms of the unknown Bk, but in terms of the coefficients of the known

function /, and the known argument A.
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When (i), (ii) have actually been verified we say that the existence of a

symbolical basis of the expansion, viz.,

A(^) = Ai + Ä2 A,
has been verified.

Fundamental lemma.   For an expansion for which a symbolical basis

exists we now prove a lemma.   Evidently

Vi2r*Sf = (m- ¿)Sî,"*~1S2+1       (¡fc-0,1, ....m).
Hence (1') gives

(20 / = sr + viHr¿ + ^2.¿2+---.

Write V for the non-symbolical equivalent of Vi, according to the property

(A), and set $ = B0 ( = ST) •    Then from (2') we have

Lemma. There exists a function f» and a differential operator V. capable

of being represented symbolically by the linear operator

«    d
Vl = fiï 5-=- ,

OÄ1

such that the explicit expansion of /is

« fmé + ^Â + ^+.,. + ^.

If a symbolical basis be assumed in homogeneous form, or, what amounts to

the same thing, if / be assumed to have a homogeneous expansion in two

arguments Ai, A2 for which a symbolical basis exists in the form

SA = Ei^i + Eí^íí,
then

(30 /=si = sr¿r+msr's,¿r1 a,+ • • • - ^.a? +•••+*,a?.
This is the same as (2) when Ai = 1.   But, in general, we have

-|7-- \^ZTr =2 \~ + \m-^~r')-\r)"^    **'

Thus the third expression can be used in place of the general coefficient in (30-

Let V« be the non-symbolical equivalent of V» (» = 1 > 2 ). Then we get from

(30 an expansion formula more general, and more symmetrical than (2), viz.,

(3) /=*1^+Kif+Êi,)^rMî+-

+ 2Í,|m-l+   \1   )AlA*    +**A*'
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Such an expansion- will be completely given by two non-symbolical operators

V< and two pre-determined functions <$,- ( i = 1,2).

The importance of a general formula like (3) evidently depends upon the

number of expansions which can be found to conform to its laws. We proceed

to point out the fact that many of the known finite expansions are special

cases of (2) or (3).

(a) Any binary form / (Xi, x2) = a0 x? + mai zï1-1 «2 + • • •, when trans-

formed by
Xx = A, Xx + px X2 , X2= Aj xx + p2 x2,

gives a result fi (x[, x2) which is an expansion of / in the arguments x\.

It is then a case of (3) where now At = x\, and

*i =/(Xi,A2),       $2= f(ui,p2),

d d , d d
ö\i+tl2d\2'   v° = Xiov;+X2ov

(b) Any covariant off(xi,x2), say C = Co x\° + • • •, considered as an ex-

pansion in xi, x2 is a case of (3). Here $1 = Co, the seminvariant leading

coefficient; $2 = C„. Or x[~" C is a case of (2), where A = xi / x2. In

either case

Vl = ma,r—+ (m— l)a2^—+ ••• + a*, ;
lda0^K'"     *'U2dai^        ^""don-r'

V>=a°ók+2aik+--- + ma^í-

(c) If <p= (a0, 01, ••• ) (xi, x2)m goes into ( aó, a[, • • • ) (x\, x'2 )" under the

special transformation xx = x[ + Ax\, x2= x't, and I ( a0, a\, • • • ) is any

rational integral function* of a0, ai, • ••, then the expansion of / (a'0, a[, • • •)

in powers of A is a case of (2), where f = I (a'0, •••),*= I ( oo, Ox, •••),

and V is the preceding V¡ •

(d) Taylor's expansion of a non-homogeneous polynomial/ (a:) in powers of

x — o is a case of (2), where

(e) As a proposition inverse to the fundamental lemma (2), or (3), any

formal identity containing three terms may be employed as the symbolical

basis of finite expansions.   In fact, if the identity is

EA = Ei4i + E2i42,

1 Elliott, Algebra of Quantics, p. 115.
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then functions / = S3 and corresponding expansions in the arguments Ai

exist for all values of m. Gordan's* series may be developed (see § 6) from

this point of view, from the formal identity

ax by — ay bx — (ab) (xy).

This is also the principle upon which Hermite's theory of typical representa-

tiont and associated forms is based.

§ 2.   Extension of the fundamental lemma.

The extension of (2) to the case of the general homogeneous expansion in p

arguments can be readily made.    We set

(40 /=s2=(Si¿i+E2¿2+---+sP¿P)"* = sr¿7+---=<Mr+---,

and assume that the property (A) is satisfied by all of the symbolical operators

of the set
«      d

Vi = Si+i^r (t-l,2,..,p-l).
oai

Then it is easy to verify, by actually performing the indicated differentiations,

that (40 may be written

T7*l V7*l . . .  T7*y-1 V*

/ - £ T1.- f.-   \ri ¿r*4r+ ■ ■ ■ 4*.
ïl     Î2    * • •    Up-1

where the set ( m — ii, ii — i2, ■ ■ •, ¿p_2 — ip-i, ip-i ) ranges over the par-

titions of m into p parts, assuming each partition once and once only. Hence

if, according to the property (A), VÍ is the non-symbolical equivalent of V»,

then there exists a function $ and a set of p — 1 operators VÍ such that the

explicit expansion of / is (§ 5)

V'h V'V • • • V""1 *

(4) /= £ ttt:--T7— ¿r<l a*-*- • • • 4^.
\H    *2   • • •    *p-l

§ 3.   On expressing one polynomial in terms of another.

Non-homogeneous variables will be used throughout this section.   We let

/(x) = <C = a0 x" + ai x"»-1 + • • • + a»   (0,-1,1» = ,»)

<P (* ) = £ = £0 *r + £1 x"~x + ••• + £„ s £0 (* - #1) (x - *2) • • < (x - *„).

• Gordan, Vorlesungen über Invariantentheorie, vol. 2, § 117.

tHermite, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 52 (1855), p. 23.
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It may be shown by a form of the Euclidean process of successive division

that there exists an expansion of / in powers of £',

(5)  f(x) = *i + *2 e + *3 (£)2 +•••+*„ (?xy-1+*„+! (t:r,

where $< is a polynomial in x of order v — 1, and in particular, say

$i = To x^-1 + 7i x*-1 + • • • + ?_,.

We proceed to the determination of (the coefficients of) $>i and the operator

V in (2). These will then give the whole expansion, and it will appear that (5)

has a symbolical basis of the form

(6) E(#) = Ei/(») + E2/d) <f> •

Substitution of the roots of <p ( x ) for x in (5) gives at once

(7) f(si) = 7o«r1 + Ti*r* +-r-7,-1    (t-1,2, ••-,,).

These are linear equations in the y¿ (j = 0, 1, • • •, v — 1 ). Their solution

is possible provided D +- 0, where D is the discriminant of <p ( x ). This

solution yields

(8) Tf-

„_1       0y-l *r' /(*i) *ry_î •••*! i

*ry /(**) íp^2--- í2 i

*r"y /(o c j-* i
VÄ

0=0,1,2, •••,r-l)

Thus 7y is symmetric in the roots #,•, rational in the coefficients

£i(& = 0,l, • • •, F ) and linear in a0 ( = 1 ), ai, oj, • • •, a™. It is necessary

to evaluate the symmetric functions y¡ of the roots *,• in order to determine

the operator V required by the theory of the symbolical basis, and (2). I did

this originally by means of the Euclidean process mentioned above, i. e.,/ (x)

was divided by v>", the remainder by v>"-1, and so forth.* The results for the

general case are given below, without details of derivation. In these formulas,

ß indicates the following operator:

ß = a0^+ald- + + om_1
do«'

* This work was subsequently checked by inductive steps based upon ordinary computa-

tion by symmetric functions.
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I obtain

f = 7o = ar*f (-&) + £«< a+*-*f ( - &)
i=2

+ EÜ#'ö,+i+H/"(-ii)
<=2 ¿=2   | ¿

(9) + III s^ o*«**-*/"' ( - £i )
i=î j=ï k=l        I«

+

<=i ¿=2 n=2 [£

(fc.^ *,** + *.,+ •••+fc,S(»i-l)p + l).
Then there results

* = *1 = -FX-1 + [ - ( £2 ß + £3 ß2 + • • • + £, IT« ) F + On-M ] x-2

+ [ - (£s ß + £4 Û2 + • • • + £, O**) J+fl-rf,] *"-'

(10) +.

+ [ -(^ß+^ß^ + o^Jx

+ [-£,^+0,,].

Furthermore, we find during the course of the derivation of these results by

the division process that an operator V in (2) exists and is'precisely [see (6)]

(11) V = S2/(») rg-w •
O Sl/(x) of.

Hence expansion (5) takes the form

/<*)-•-0{r €. + *({,)■   [2 +C-1J      ^(^^Im-I

(12)
a»$ (£;)»

+ ("1)"dâr~ir'

It is thus analogous to the Taylor expansion, to which it reduces when v = 1.

We note in passing the following interesting property of the function F:

-(£iß+£«ßI+ •••+£rß")f+<Wfi = *'-
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§ 4.   Homogeneous expansions.

As an illustration of formula (3), we consider the expansion of a homogeneous

binary form in terms of two other binary forms of lower order.   Let

M

Ím= a^=H(rfxi-^x2) = aoX^-
i=l

be the form to be expanded.   Let the arguments of the expansion be

n

¿i = /m - aï = II (a*0*! - dfxt) « Oo*H-,
j=i

a2 - /„ - «■- n (^*i - a0*,) - m + • • • •/=i

Then the expansion sought will be of the type

(13) /„ =  <P0pf?n + <Plpf?rlf2n +   • • •  + <PmpfZ,

where <piP is a homogeneous binary form of order p.

It is assumed at the outset that fM, /,„ are perfectly general forms, i. e.,

that their coefficients are independent variables. These forms are also

understood to be given in the sense that the coefficient forms <piP are to be

determined from them. Hence the totality of coefficients of the <PiP (i = 0,

1, • • •, m ) must be equal in number to those of fM,

(14) M+l = (m+l)(p+l).

Also
M = mn + p.

Thus
p = n—1,       M = n(m+1) — 1.

When M and p have these values the solution of n ( m + 1 ) linear equations

will determine the coefficients of <Pin-i (i = 0,1, ■ - •, m), and consequently

the whole expansion. Hence the expansion exists provided these linear equa-

tions are consistent. It will be shown that the determinant representing the

condition for consistency is a power of the resultant oîfi„,f2„, multiplied by a

constant.

For this determinant D is of order n (m + 1 ), and is of the form of the

éliminant of the set of m + 1 forms of order mn,

I»»      Jin     Jin'       ' ' ' l     Jzn'

If D = 0, then there exists a linear relation of the type

(is) Xi/r„ + Xi/r.-1/»» + • • • + Wi/t = o,
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where \m+i is of order n — 1 in (x), and so/i„,/2„ have at least one common

root. Conversely if /i„, f2n have a common root then D = 0, for otherwise

fn(m+i)-i would have a root of multiplicity m.

An expansion (13) of fn(m+i)-i exists provided the resultant R(a, ß) of

fin, fin does not vanish.

To determine our expansion (13), let

(16) <pin-i = Pío xr1 + Pu *ï~2 x2 +-h p„*_i Xj-1 = p1~l (i = 0,1, • • • m).

Substituting ßw for x in (13) we get

(17) P5Â ( aw))m = affî1*-* ( k = l, 2, • • • n ).

Also owing to the symmetry of (13) in ( a, ß ),

(18) p^i) (ffip,)- = OÄ+1'-1 (* = l,2,...,n).

Equations (17) form a set of n linear equations for the determination of the

n coefficients of pjj1. In order to exhibit the solutions as briefly as may be

let Aß be the discriminant of /3" and Aa that of a".    Then

* Aß = 11»*, ere?, ftr*itr, ••-, #r i2 + n^^ •
Also let

2/(«,0,a) - laföÄ1^1, ctfaßVß?, •••, afö #*"#"%

a;&t)n-,, a3cH^+2^V/+2^,  ••', cíMSSri.
then we get

(m Poi~ R(a ôv' "•-— w-0»1-—»»-1)'

*=i

From symmetry, or directly from (18), we have also

« 1 Zy«9,a,o)     ... , n    n

(20) ^'ÄW.^'n^^;     C/-0.1..-..-1).

The coefficients oi R(a,ß J-1" in (19), (20) are rational, integral and symmetric

in the roots of /i», /2» and hence rational in the quantities ao, «i, '••',

ßo, ßi, •••

Referring now to expansion formula (3) we note that the functions *< (i= 1,2)

are determined in the present case by (19), (20).

The operators ví, VÍ required by (3) to complete the determination of (13)
Tram. Am. Math. Soe. 6
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are the Aronhold operators obtained from a", /3"; i. e.,

d   . d   . d
- V, = <*o (

(21)

- Vi =  a°ó^o+ aidßi+   ""  + ^dßn

ri ri ri

-V2=ßoda~0 + ßlda~1+'"+ßnda~n'

These with $1 = ipon-i, $2 = <Pmn-i, Ai = /,», give in explicit form the

desired expansion of /»(m+i)-i; that is, it takes the form (3):

(22) /,W1H - *l7TB +1(^ + !^t)/T72» + • • • + *2/Tn.

It is of some interest to enumerate the conditions, necessary and sufficient,

in order that series (22), taken in non-homogeneous form with x% ■■ 1, say,

should have constant coefficients. We get a minimum set of such conditions

by equating to zero all of the coefficients of <pin-i (¿ = 0,1, • • • ,m) except

the last.
Let (19) be written in the form

~-f&#      0-»,,....»-.».
Then the aforesaid conditions are given by

(23) c^vi'^o       C:S;î; :::;:-*)■
Their number is

N = (n- l)(m+l).

It follows that a series free from conditions ( N = 0 ), having constant coef-

ficients, exists only when the arguments/¿» are linear (n = 1).

By constructing equations analogous to (14) it is easy to show that a ternary

form /m can be expressed as a ternary expansion in three ternary arguments

fin ({=1, 2, 3),
/m =  <Pm00f?n+   ••• ,

with the coefficient forms <p all of order n — 1, and with the expansion free

from conditions, only when the arguments are linear.

§ 5.   Expansions with linear arguments.

Consider next the problem of expanding a p-ary form o™ in terms of powers

of p linear p-ary forms a,-* (i = 1, 2, • • •, p). Expansion formula (4)

applies, and

1   V,    • • • VP-X <

^=1        ^1 (¿2     • * •    (¿j>—1
(24)      <=z v\\ v/.V * <*-<> <&* • •• & ■
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In this the coefficient 3>y is given by the set

ii = i2= • • • = ij-i = m;       ij = ij+i = • • • = ip-i = 0    ( j = 1, 2, • • •, p).

To get #i we substitute for (x) in (24) the coordinates of the point of inter-

section of the p — 1 hyperplanes

ctix = otn Xi + ai2 x*2 + • • • + aip xp = 0    (i «2,3, •••, p)

This gives
(a2 «s • • • ctj-i aP aj+i • • • otp-i) xp

Xi =--.-r-      (3 = l. ¿, •■• ,p),
( a2 a» • • • ap )

and by substitution

*i =
(aa2 az • • • ap)m

(ai «2 • • ■ ap)m

For this expansion there exists a symbolical basis in the form of (4'), as may

readily be verified by considering (24) to be the transformed of amt by the inverse

of
Xi — aiX (i = 1, 2, •••, p).

The operators for this case, are the Aronhold operators

d d d
— V< = «ii í-h a<2 5-h • • • + aip ,-    (t = 1, 2, • • •, p- l ;,

dai+ii oai+12 * oai+ip

the whole expansion (24) being given by 4>i and v'{.

It can be shown that corresponding results hold for forms whose coefficients

belong to a field or reduced residue system* [modd p, P (x) ], where p is a

prime number and P ( x ) an irreducible quantic modulo p of order n. Thus

when m = p = 2, we have, provided ( aß ) + 0 [ modd p, P ( x ) ], an expan-

sion of the form

/ = $i (ai Xi — a2 x2)2 + I (ai Xi — a2 x2) (ßi an — ß2 x2)

+ *2 (ßi xi - ß2 x2)2 [modd p, P (x) ],

where the linear arguments have coefficients belonging to the residue system.

Then
*i - («i jSi - «2 ßi)**-* (a„ ßl + aiß2 ßi + o2 pH),

$2 = (ai/32 — a2ßi)p"~t (a0a\+ at at at + aja2)

_ [modd p, P (x)],

* Dickson, Linear Groups, p. 7.
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and with

(      o d  \ , id d \
Vi = -{aidßi+0C2dßJ' V> = -\ßldo7i + ß*da-2)>

we have

7= §(Ai*!+ V2*2) »- (aß)^^[2a0a,ß, + a1{alß, + a»ßi)

+ 2a2 aißi] [modd p, P(x) ].

The form f = axbx is apolar to v? = (ai xi — a2 x2) (ßi Xi — ß2 x2) = axßx

provided 1 = 0. In fact the latter congruence is a necessary and sufficient

condition that the two forms /, ¡p respectively be the following linear com-

binations of two squares in the field:

f = sal + tßl;       V = <ral+Tbl.

§ 6.   The Clebsch-Gordan Expansion.

Gordan's series* is a case of expansion (2). It may be of interest to give a

sketch of the derivation of this series from the present point of view, for two

reasons: first to show how the preceding general theory applies, and secondly

because our methods give a very compact treatment of the details of the deri-

vation, which is believed to be novel.

We employ as symbolical basis the formal identity

(E) axby — aubx= (ab) (xy).

From it we have
a:b; = [aybx+(ab)(xy)]'tbt^ (näm),

or

(25)

<£ bnv = a? 63 ftp» + (7) "IT1 63-1 ¿P* (ob) (xy) + • • ■

+ C?)a?-kb'rkb¥-m(ab)k(xy)k-\-h (06)" (xy)-oj

This is one form of Gordan's series.   Here we have (§ 1)

a*        a2
$ = a¡?&3&¡r",       V-

dxi dy2    dx2 dyi

But to reduce the series to the ordinary form we use the following polar formula :

(«3, &;)>-

(26)   - (m + n-2k\j&o\m-k-h)\n-m + h)a*       a*b*       b*

\     n-h     )

* Gordan, Heber Combinanten, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 5 (1872), p. 95.
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Since the sum of the numerical coefficients in the polar of a product is unity,

(26) can be written

(<£, &;)*« - ((A)* aj-* bTk b-m

^ (m+n-2k\fc\m-k-h)\n-m+h)a"       °*       °»
\    n-k    )

X(albv-ahybhx).

The first term of this is, aside from the factor ("), the coefficient of (xy)k

in (25). Hence this coefficient is the (n — k)th transvectant of a" and i>",

minus terms which contain the factor ( ab )*+1 ( xy ). Hence (27) may be used

as a recursion formula; and, starting with k = m, we get

(06)» bn-»= (<c,&x«->

(oft)-1 ay bx ft;- = (a:,K)^ - n_l + 2 (<C, K)l~(*V),

(28) 4
(oft)»-2a2ft2ftr- = (a:,K)^ - n_TO + 4 (o?, ft;)^+l(xy)

_2_
+ (n-m + 2)(n-m + 3)(a*,6:)"'~,(a;î')2

And, in general, by induction

(29) (a6)m~* °* &* h7m =ao{a:' K)^k + ai {a*' WF*& (*y) + " "

+ «i «, ft^^iíÁ (*?)' + • •. + ak (a?, ft;)?- (xy)*.

Consequently it follows at once from (25) that

«? ft; = Co (o?, &;>;. + Ci (a?, fc)^ (xy)
(30)

+ • • • + Ci (a?, bl)^ (xyy+ .-. + Cm (a?, b',)^(xy)"

The constants C¿ may now be determined in the usual manner by operating

on both sides of (30) with the proper power of A, and noting that when y ~ x

in any polar it goes back into the original polarized form. The following

known formula* may be used for this purpose:

I j I m + n — j + 1
(31)     A» ( xy.y aT> <~' =    r^-  . •      • ■  1   ( *» Y~* <*"~' <"'v/ v * ' " \j — i   m+ n — j — 1 + 1   v * "

liSj)

* Grace and Young, Algebra of Invariants, p. 54.
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The coefficients may also be derived by multiplying the respective members

of the column (28) by

(.)«•>•• (.3 ,)<*>-.-.(;)<*». (7)w.»
and adding the results.   Either method gives the well-known result

(32)        °?t:-5/A¿-i+n(j*),(°"t:)>"-
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